
Name/Username: __________________  Date/Time: ______________  C212 Practice Early Exam  

1. The character escape sequence to force the cursor to go to the next line is:     \n 

2. Write a literal representing the character whose unicode value is 65:  (char)65 

3. In mathematics the Nth harmonic number is defined to be 1 +
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harmonic number is 1, the second is 1.5 the third is 1.83333… and so on. Write an expression 

whose value is the 8th harmonic number: 

1 + 1.0/2 + 1.0/3 + 1.0/4 + 1.0/5 + 1.0/6 + 1.0/7 + 1/8.0 

4. Consider this code:      int v = 20; int a = --v; System.out.println( a + v++ );        

What value is printed, what value is v left with? v is first set to 20. Then a is set to 19, which 

becomes the new value of v, too. Next we need to print the value of adding a (which is 19) to 19 

(the value of v). As soon as the second 19 becomes available v is incremented. So 38 is printed 

and the value of v is 20. Try it.  

5. Assume that an int variable x has already been declared and initialized. Write an expression 

whose value is the last (rightmost) digit of x. If x is a positive integer we can calculate the 

remainder when we divide by 10 as follows:   x % 10 If x is negative we should eliminate the 

sign by taking the  Math.abs(x) first then dividing by 10 and taking the remainder.  Finally, we 

can proceed as in exercise 9 below, after we turn the number into a String:     x + "" 

6. Using the notation (x, y) [for example, (50, 80)] write the coordinates of the top right pixel in an 

applet’s drawing region that is 400 pixels wide and 250 pixels high: (399, 0) 

7. Write an expression whose value is the fifth character of the String name:  

name.charAt(4) 

8. Given a String variable named sentence that has been initialized write an expression whose 

value is the index of the very last character in the String referred by sentence:  

sentence.length() - 1 

9. Assume that name is a variable of type String that has been assigned a value. Write an 

expression whose value is a String containing the last character of the value of name. So, if the 

value of name were “Smith” the expression’s value would be “h” :  

sentence.substring(sentence.length() – 1) 

10.  Write an application (complete program) that prints the sum of cubes. Prompt for and read two 

integer values and print the sum of each value raised to the third power:  
import java.util.Scanner; 

 

public class Ten { 

  public static void main(String[] args) { 

    Scanner in = new Scanner(System.in);  

    System.out.print("Enter first number: "); 

    int a = in.nextInt();  

    System.out.print("Enter second number: ");  

    int b = in.nextInt(); 

    System.out.println( Math.pow(a, 3) + Math.pow(b, 3) );  

  } 

} 



11. Write the definition of a method printGrade, which has a char parameter and returns nothing. 

The method prints on a line by itself the message string “Grade: “ followed by the char 

parameter (printed as a character) to standard output. Don’t forget to put a new line character 

at the  end of your line. 
public static void printGrade(char c) { 

  System.out.println( "Grade: "  + c ); 

} 

Above we see the definition of a static method. A non-static method would have been just as 

good an answer. The signature and the body of the method is of main interest here.  

12. Write a class named Book containing: two instance variables named title and author of type 

String; a constructor that accepts two String parameters (the value of the first is used to 

initialize the value of title and the value of the second is used to initialize author); a method 

named toString that accepts no parameters (toString returns a String consisting of the value of 

title, followed by a newline character, followed by the value of author).  
public class Book { 

  private String title, author;   

  Book(String t, String a) { 

    title = t; // better: this.title = t;  

    author = a; // better: this.author = a;  

  } 

  public String toString() { 

    return this.title + "\n" + this.author;  

  } 

  // below, just a test program:  

  public static void main(String[] args) { 

    Book b = new Book( "The Hobbit", "J.R.R. Tolkien" ); 

    System.out.println( b );  

    System.out.println( b.toString() );  

  } 

} 

13. Write an expression that evaluates to true if the value of integer variable x is greater than or 

equal to integer variable y:             x >= y 

14. Write an expression that evaluates to true if the value of the integer variable numberOfPrizes is 

divisible (with no remainder) by the integer variable numberOfParticipants. Assume that the 

second variable is not zero.        (numberOfPrizes % numberOfParticipants) == 0 

15. Clunker Motors Inc. is recalling all vehicles from model years 2001-2006 (inclusive). Given a 

variable modelYear write a statement that prints the message “NO RECALL” to standard output 

if the value of the modelYear DOES NOT fall within that range. 

 
if (modelYear < 2001 || modelYear > 2006) { 

  System.out.println("NO RECALL"); 

} 

 

 

 



 

16. Write an if/else statement that compares the double variable pH with 7.0 and makes the 

following assignments to the int variables neutral, base, and acid: 

 

 

 0,0,1 if pH is less than  7 

 0,1,0 if pH is greater than  7 

 1,0,0 if pH is equal  to 7 

  if (pH < 7) { 
   neutral = 0; base = 0; acid = 1; 

 } else if (pH > 7) { 

   neutral = 0; base = 1; acid = 0; 

 } else { 

   neutral = 1; base = 0; acid = 0; 

 }  
 

 

17.  Clunker Motors Inc. is recalling all vehicles in its “Extravagant” line from model years 1999-2002 

(inclusive) as well as vehicles in its “Guzzler” line from model years 2004-2007 (inclusive). Given 

a variable modelYear and a String modelName write a statement that prints the message 

“RECALL” to standard output if the values of modelYear, modelName match the recall details. 

                   if (modelName.equals(“Extravagant”) &&  
             modelYear >= 1992 && modelYear <= 2002 || 

             modelName.equals(“Guzzler”) &&  

             modelYear >= 2004 && modelYear  <= 2007) { 

           System.out.println( “RECALL” );  

         }                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

18. Assume that x is a char variable that has been declared and already given a value. Write an 

expression whose value is true if and only if x is a letter (lowercase or uppercase). 

('a' <= x && 'z' >= x) || ('A' <= x && 'Z' >= x) 

19. Write an expression that evaluates to true if and only if the string variable s equals “end”.  

s.equals("end") 

20. Given an int variable k that has already been declared, use a while loop to print a single line 

consisting of 88 asterisks. Use no variables other than k.  
 

for (k = 0; k < 88; k++) { 

  System.out.print("*"); 

} 

 

21. Write the definition of a class Counter containing: an instance variable named counter, of type 

int; an instance variable named limit of type int; a constructor that takes two int arguments and 

assigns the first one to counter and the second one to limit; a method named increment (which 

does not take parameters or return a value – if the instance variable counter is less than limit 

increment just adds one to the instance variable counter); a method named decrement (it also 

does not take any parameters or return a value – if counter is greater than zero it just subtracts 

one from the counter); a method named getValue that returns the value of the instance variable 

counter. Solution is on the next page and replicates the entire text also provides test program. 

 



 

 



22. Write an expression using the conditional operator ( ? : ) that compares the values of the 

variables x and y. The result (that is the value) of this expression should be the value of the 

larger of the two variables.  

 

(x > y) ? x : y ; 

  

23. Given an int variable k that has already been declared use a do … while loop to print a single line 

consisting of 53 asterisks. Use no variables other than k.  

  

 

               This is a reminder that you should always test your code no matter how little. 

24. Given an int variable k that has already been declared, use a for loop to print a single line 

consisting of 97 asterisks. Use no variables other than k. 

 

 
 

Another reminder, same message, you can even type directly in the Interactions panel. 

 

 Write a class named Averager containing: an instance variable named sum of type integer, 25.

initialized to 0; an instance variable named count of type integer, initialized to 0; a method 

named getSum that returns the value of sum; a method named add that accepts an integer 

parameter (the value of sum is increased by the value of the parameter and the value of count is 

incremented by one); a method named getCount that accepts no parameters (getCount returns 

the value of the count instance variable, that is, the number of values added to sum); a method 

named getAverage that accepts no parameters (and returns the average of the values added to 

sum. The value returned should be a value of type double and therefore you must cast the 

instance variables to double prior to performing the division). Solution, on the next page, is very 

similar with problem #21 so I omit the comments for now.  



 
 

26. Write a method, getSecondLine, that is passed a String argument and that returns the second 

line without its newline character. Recall that lines are terminated with the “\n” character. 

Assume that the argument contains at least two complete, newline-terminated lines. 

 

Here’s a solution that some of you might enjoy though not the solution I expected: 

 

  public static String secondLine(String poem) { 

     String[] lines = poem.split("\n");  

     return lines[1];  

  } 



 

Below is the test of what we presented: 

 

 
 

Please check:    http://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/lang/String.html for split(). 

 

Here’s another solution, far more likely to expect: 

 

 
 

I included some comments, you need to look up instance method indexOf(…) in class String. 

 



27. You are given a class named Clock that has one int instance variable called hours. Write a 

constructor with no parameters for the class Clock. The constructor should set hours to 12. 

  public Clock() { 

    this.hours = 12;   

  } 

28. You are given a class named Clock that has one int instance variable called hours. Write a 

constructor for the class Clock that takes one parameter, an int, and gives its value to hours. 

  public Clock(int h) { 

    this.hours = h;   

  } 

29. You are given a class named Clock that has three instance variables: one of type int, called 

hours; another of type boolean called isTicking; and the last one of type Integer called diff. Write 

a constructor for the class Clock that takes three parameters – an int, a boolean, and another 

int. The constructor should set the instance variables to the values provided. 

 

  public Clock(int a, boolean b, int c) { 

    this.hours = a;  

    this.isTicking = b; 

    this.diff = c; 

  } 

30. Write a class named Accumulator containing: an instance variable named sum of type integer; a 

constructor that accepts an integer parameter, whose value is used to initialize the sum instance 

variable; a method named getSum that returns the value of sum; a method named add that 

accepts an integer parameter (the value of sum is increased by the value of the parameter).  

 

public class Accumulator { 

   private int sum;  

   public Accumulator(int initial) { 

     this.sum = initial;   

   } 

   public int getSum() { 

     return this.sum; 

   } 

   public void add(int anInt) { 

     this.sum += anInt;  

   } 

} 



Maro  came by today in office hours and we talked aout the exam. 

One thing we wrote emphasized the need to not use == when comparing strings:  

 

He laso had the following advice for everybody:  

 What do you do when you have to deal with a large amount of information: 

classify!That’s what you do.  

  Organize your information in clusters of related information and be sure you can solve 

representative questions from each cluster.  

 How do you determine the clusters? Besides the fact that MPL and the book has it organized 

that way here’s another clue: whenever the exercises seem to have become repetitive that’s an 

indication that they belong to the same cluster.  

Please e-mail Adrian (dgerman@indiana.edu) if you have any last minute questions about the exam. 

 

mailto:dgerman@indiana.edu

